Obama Warns Against “A
Crude Sort Of Nationalism”
Taking Root In The U.S.
Obama and his Technocracy cronies are fighting back against citizens
who are clearly catching onto their clever scam of luring us into a
Scientific Dictatorship. It is not up to these same citizens to ram the
message home. ⁃ TN Editor
President Obama warned Tuesday that Americans and people around the
world “are going to have to guard against a rise in a crude sort of
nationalism, or ethnic identity, or tribalism” taking root amid the
populist movements that are gaining currency around the world.
Speaking at a joint news conference with Greek Prime Minister Alexis
Tsipras by his side, Obama refrained from criticizing President-elect
Donald Trump directly as he discussed the impact of his electoral victory
last week. But the president made it clear that he sees a dark side to the
kind of populist movements Trump’s campaign embodied — ideals that
other conservative leaders are advocating in Europe and elsewhere.

“We are going to have to guard against a rise in a crude sort of
nationalism, or ethnic identity or tribalism that is built around an us and
a them, and I will never apologize for saying that the future of humanity
and the future of the world is going to be defined by what we have in
common, as opposed to those things that separate us and ultimately lead
us into conflict,” Obama said.
“Take Europe,” he continued. “We know what happens when Europeans
start dividing themselves up and emphasizing their differences and
seeing a competition between various countries in a zero-sum way. The
20th century was a bloodbath.”
Obama, who made it clear during the course of the hour-long news
conference that he did not view the recent U.S. election results as a
referendum on his own tenure or world vision, suggested that targeting
specific racial, religious ethnic groups could backfire.
“In the United States we know what happens when we start dividing
ourselves along the lines of race or religion or ethnicity. It is dangerous.
It is dangerous, not just for the minority groups that are subjected to
that kind of discrimination, or in some cases in the past, violence, but
because we then don’t realize our potential as a country when we are
preventing blacks or Latinos or Asians or gays or women from fully
participating in the project of building American life,” he said.
“So my vision is right on that issue, and it may not always win the day in
the short term in any particularly political circumstance, but I am
confident it will win the day in the long term,” Obama added. “Because
societies which are able to unify ourselves around values and ideals and
character, and how we treat each other, and cooperation and innovation,
ultimately are going to be more successful than societies that don’t.”
Read full story here…

